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Message from the CEO
schools. Yes, it is true that
it is expensive to implement
STEM Labs yet it worth the
investment to prepare a pool
of talents for tomorrow’s
jobs. If the government will
not move fast with STEM in
schools, this will undermine
not only our future domestic
growth prospects but also our
ability to compete regionally
and internationally.

Education cries out for Lebanese government attention.
Lebanon risks falling behind many countries on
technology and innovation, if we don't reset our
priorities.
“The Little Engineer is
sustaining the regional
leadership
in
STEM
education but we do not
depend primarily on that
outcome; we aim high
to strengthen our own
domestic
efforts
with
policymakers to boost our
still formidable capacities
in our public and private
schools.” said Rana El
Chemaitelly the founding
CEO of The Little Engineer.
Markets, politicians and
the media doubtless will
remain preoccupied with
the political debates and
issues. While these talks are
highly important to resolve
our current economic and
political situation, they can

cause us to pay insufficient
attention
to
major
educational
challenges
that we are facing and if
left unaddressed this will
threaten future Lebanon
as far as technological and
competitive leadership are
concerned. To enhance
Lebanon’s STEM education,
we need to pay far greater
attention
to
bolstering
our Lebanese innovative
initiatives and consider the
PPP with local companies’
expert in this field.
While we are asking for a
national budget for STEM
education, we see a sharp,
horrifying drop in budgetary
support for the education
sector to enhance public

Education cries out for
government
attention.
We need not only new
STEM programs in schools
but also, we need more
educators trained to run the
STEM labs in every school.
These educators require
new skills to aspire and
inspire learners about future
jobs. We need graduates
that can utilize advanced
technologies in factories,
repair shops, green growth
projects,
smart
cities,
health care, and computer
services. National support
is needed. And we must not
forget the contributions of
the EU, USAID, UNESCO,
world
bank
and
many
other foreign donors that
should be allocated in the
right place to create the
best STEM education in
public and private schools
and strengthen Lebanon’s
technological preeminence.

Rana El Chemaitelly
Founder and CEO

®

TLE Chouwaifat Center
Robotics Summer Clubs / Robotics Classes helps students to become technology
fluent and develop real life skills such as cooperation, self-confidence, teamwork,
creativity and innovation. Our team help students develop these skills and much more.
The amazing thing about summer activities is that it brings out the best in everyone
especially when new concepts are introduced to the little ones at Baakline Montessori
Nursery and Kids Village Summer Camp.

®

TLE Chouwaifat Center
Shouf National College Summer Robotics Club is summed up for this season where all
the students received their certificates pleased with the new information they summed
up.

Students are enjoying summer at our center; they are coming regularly to add up to their
Robotics and technology knowledge.

The Little Engineer Choueifat will be participating at the Adha event that is going
on Friday 09 August 2019. For more details 70 231303 – 05 437405

®

TLE Summer Camp
For the first time, TLE kicked off the summer camp at two different locations. 10 days
program repeated every 2 weeks from 9AM till 2PM.
During the first two weeks, from July 1 till July 12, our team was split between Beirut
Digital District 1280 and our Sodeco center. More than 50 students were introduced to
our different STEAM activities.

We are still accepting registration! Call us on: 01/611604 or 71/920150

®

TLE Summer Camp Partners
This summer The Little Engineer is part of the following summer camps: Jesus &
Mary, Adventist, Flips & Ribbons, Flyp, The Little Gym Ghazir & Hazmieh, Afaq
and AGBU.
Our team is delivering for students aged 3 to 12 years old several activities such
as Robotics, Coding, Civil Engineering and much more …

®

TLE At Prism
In collaboration with Prism, The Little Engineer delivered several courses for different
age groups. Every Monday and Wednesday for a month, 16 hours courses were given
to students aged between 5 and 8 years old
At the end, certificates of achievement were distributed.

®

TLE At Miles Of Smiles Summer Camp
The Little Engineer visited Miles Of Smiles Summer Camp and delivered a 3
Hrs workshop for kids. Many activities were delivered in a fun and friendly
atmosphere

Airbus Little Engineer In The Philippines
Airbus Foundation together with The Little Engineer team partnered with Regulus
Space Tech in Philippines to deliver the Airbus Little Engineer Space workshops for
1350 students during 2019. The Little Engineer team headed to Philippines and trained
4 volunteers from Regulus Space Tech on the workshop in order to kick off the project
at the public school..
By the end of the training, the volunteers delivered the workshop to 30 students as a
pilot from Marcelo H del Pilar National High School in Malolos, Bulacan. The students
showed huge interest in the space industry, and loved the idea of the workshop.
Until now the Airbus Little Engineer workshops were delivered to more than 7000
students from all over the world. And the upcoming plans are to kick off the same
project in the rest of Asia Pacific.

